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TYPE

LOCATION

SUMMARY

18-65973

BurglaryVehicle

Empire Ln

18-65956

BurglaryVehicle

Emerson DR

18-65958

BurglaryVehicle

Emerson DR

18-65960

BurglaryVehicle
Criminal
Mischief
Criminal
Mischief
Criminal
Mischief
Criminal
Mischief
Narcotics

Emerald Ln

18-66093

Burglary
Residential

Park Place Circle

18-8678

Death

Zacharias Place

Wallet taken from an unlocked car and room mates car had the
drivers window smashed out, but nothing taken. Scene was cleaned
up prior to LEO arrival and debit cards were already cancelled.
V1 advised unknown persons rummaged through his unlocked
vehicle sometime between 7pm on 7-15-18 and 7am 7-16-18.
Nothing taken.
RP from Emerson Dr. reported the vehicle window smashed.
Contact made with V1 who advised nothing was taken from the
vehicle. While investigating other vehicle burglaries in the area, a
black backpack was located, containing a prescription bottle from
this address. Contact made with V1 again who verified items taken
from his vehicle. Items returned to V1.
Window smashed on vehicle. Does not appear vehicle was entered
and no items missing.
Window smashed on vehicle. Does not appear vehicle was entered
and no items missing.
Window smashed on vehicle. Does not appear vehicle was entered
and no items missing.
Window smashed on vehicle. Does not appear vehicle was entered
and no items missing.
Front passenger vehicle window smashed sometime overnight.
Nothing taken.
Deputies conducted a traffic stop on a reported reckless driver.
After investigation, the driver, S1, was found to be in possession of
a Mossberg 12gauge shotgun that was reported stolen out of
Volusia County, methamphetamine, paraphernalia, and Schedule IV
Substance. S1 was placed under arrest.
V1 stated that someone stole 2 of her 4 bikes from her open garage
on 07/15/18 between 730p-9p. There were no camera’s and the
gate to the community was open
O1 was located deceased on the bathroom floor by his mother.
Multiple syringes were located within the bathroom in the vicinity
of the body. ISD was notified and responded.

18-65984
18-65979
18-65969
18-65957
18-66118

Empire Ln
Empire Ln
Emerald Ln
EMERSON
Eastwood Dr @
East Diamond Dr

18-66026

DisturbanceDomestic
(Verbal)

Coral Reef Ct N

18-66104

Baker Act

18-65952

Police
Vehicle
Damage
Suspicious
Incident
Trespassing

Palm Coast Pwy
Kohls
5850 SR 100 E

18-66074
18-66033

18-64219

Warrant
Service

Creek Bluff Run
Rosewood Street

Brookhaven Court
South

O1 and O2 were involved in a verbal disturbance. Their brother
(O3) was sleeping on the couch. The disturbance woke O3 and he
began yelling at O1 and O2. O1 stated O3 said he was going to
“knock her out” and she picked up a pan from the kitchen in self
defense. O3 advised he did not make any threat and O1 picked up
the pan and began banging it on the counter to make more noise.
O1 was originally cooperative with law enforcement, then became
uncooperative. Due to conflicting stories and no evidence, there
were no charges.
Male was taken into custody for a Baker Act and transported to
Halifax
Deputy backed patrol vehicle #4913 into a concrete pole in the
parking lot causing minor damage to the vehicle. Supervisor report
of crash and incident report completed.
Possible juvenile on juvenile sex offense – ongoing investigation.
S1, was taken into custody for trespassing after warning after
subject stated that she would go on the property despite the
multiple warnings. After the subject was taken into custody she
claimed being a princess from Brazil and had diplomatic immunity.
Contact was made with the US State Department and it was
confirmed she has no diplomatic immunity. Subject was arrested
for trespass after warning and booked at the DSD without incident.
VCSO sent a TTY for a warrant attempt on S1 with felony charges of
exploitation of an elderly person, fraudulent use of ID and
organized scheme to defraud $45,000.00 dollars bond. Contact was
made at the residence and she was transported to FHF by rescue
due to difficulty breathing as she has COPD.

